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Unicorn Island

Unicorn island is an island far off the coast of Hawaii, with no one knowing about it

besides everyone who lives on the island. There are fluffy unicorns that any kid would dream of

having as a friend, with magical creatures most people have never seen or even thought existed.

Amy and Bella were two unicorns; Amy was very outgoing and had more energy than

anyone else. She always had a smile on her face, and most people who know her closely say she

is very talkative. Then there is Bella, who is not as talkative. She is shy and mostly just follows

Amy around. They both live in a town where all houses are made of marshmallows. Everyone’s

appetite consists of sugar. All they have on the island is nothing else, only candy. It’s all peace

and happiness.

All of the unicorns have a suspicion that something terrible will happen. They see a ship

coming from the horizon. Amy and Bella know something terrible will happen without knowing

what this island has or even what it is. They go around the town, alerting people that something

horrific is upon the island. People make shifting bazookas filled with candy, ready to fight if

someone is coming to take over the island and get rid of them. The ship is coming closer and

closer to shore. The unicorn’s island fears what will happen in the next few hours. The ship filled

with humans arrives; a tall man with a loud voice says he wants to meet the person in charge.

Little does he know there is no one in charge on the island. So Amy steps up and goes to meet

this man. He explains his name is Mathew, and he wants to take over the island for his business

and says he will give them 20 percent of all earnings, but they don’t want to give up the place



they live and have grown up in. Amy tells them we aren’t giving up our island for people they

have never seen before. Mathew does not like that answer, so he decides to take it into his own

hands. He wants the island for what he thinks his million-dollar investment will be this village.

He walks past the crowd and sets on fire one of the marshmallow houses, which makes

the people of the town angry, so Bella grabs a candy bazooka and starts to shoot candy at him

and his ship. The whole village gets along with it and starts to fight back. They are shooting

candy everywhere. All you can see is just candy. The humans realize that the town has more

powerful weapons than they expected. So Mathew tells everyone to report back to the ship to

develop a new plan. Since the original method that they had is not going to work. Mathew

decides he will go after the leader of the village, Bella. So he steps off the ship, and the rest of

his team tries to destroy everything on site. Mathew runs to find Bella, but she realizes that he

will try to find her, so she goes to the tower in the center of the village with an enormous

bazooka in the whole town.

The unicorns start to notice that all humans are attacking them and stop attacking their

houses; the fear begins to rise with the unicorns' life on the line. They all refill and upgrade the

empowerment of their candy bazookas. Everyone in the village is fighting to keep their homes

and places to live. The humans are rapidly getting injured and being taken out by the unicorns.

Mathew realizes that he will not be able to take over the town. The unicorns are too powerful and

have many more weapons than the Mathews teams, so he decides to pull out because he can't

deal with his team getting killed anymore by unicorns.

Amy says that that is a win for the unicorns; now they have to rebuild their town, and

now they know they have enough power if someone tries to attack them to survive and win. With

most people’s houses being destroyed and candy was everywhere, Bella says she will be around



town all day and night to help people rebuild their houses. Bella wants to help everyone have

their lives return to normal after the disaster in their village.


